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Density functional theory (DFT) is applied to analyze ground and excited-state properties of some M(bpy)2L2

complexes (M) Ru, Os, L ) CN, SCN, bpy) 2,2′-bipyridine), both in the gas phase and in aqueous
solution. In particular, vertical excitation energies were computed by the PBEO hybrid functional in the
framework of a time dependent DFT (TDDFT) approach, whereas the polarizable continuum model (PCM)
was used to take into account solvent effects. Our results in the gas phase show that the PBE0 functional
provides accurate description of all the low lying electronic states considered and correctly reproduces the
excitation spectra of such complexes. Some insights on the difference observed for these complexes in changing
the central metal atom, the chemical environment, or the medium are given.

1. Introduction

Metal based dyes, and especially those containing pyridyl
ligands, have proven to be very effective in photocatalysis and
in photovoltaic conversion.1 They have also shown good
luminescence and electroluminescence abilities, with perfor-
mances approaching those of more traditional solid-state
semiconducting devices.2,3 They are also in the core of molecules
investigated for molecular electronics (molecular wires, mo-
lecular switches) or as prototypes of the so-called “molecular
machines”.4 Their peculiar molecular properties, and the pos-
sibilities of related technological applications, are directly related
to (a) the energetic spectrum of the molecules that determines
the optical absorption and emission characteristics and (b) the
molecular electronic structure of the ground as well as of the
lowest excited states.

From the point of view of potential industrial applications,
these properties are especially important for the conversion of
solar energy using dye sensitized mesoporous TiO2 in photo-
electrochemical cells. In this case, the dye is present as a
monolayer at the interface between a semiconductor surface
(TiO2) and an electrolyte containing a redox couple. In such
systems, photons have to be absorbed efficiently by the dye,
and the excited electron is injected very quickly into the
semiconductor while the dye is regenerated by a redox couple
such as I3-/I2. Working principles of these devices have been
exposed in many articles and reviews (see for instance refs 5
and 6). From a mechanistic point of view, the electronic
characteristics of the dyes are strongly linked to the ability of
the molecules to inject (or accept) electrons to (or from) the
surface or to redox species, a property most desirable for its
photochemical or optoelectronic applications. Furthermore,
photovoltaic applications require the absorption spectrum of the
dye matches the solar one as closely as possible or that it should
be adapted to other devices such as electroluminescent diodes.

A high absorption coefficient is also preferable for such devices
because this reduces the amount of dye for a given photocurrent
and could in principle lead to cheaper and more efficient solar
cells.

Metal based dyes have proven to perform surprisingly well,
and against all odds, some dye molecules were found to be very
stable under operating conditions.6 Among the puzzles of these
systems, we recall the efficient and very fast injection of
electrons in some semiconductors such as TiO2, the conforma-
tion of the excited state and the explanation for the exceptional
stability of the excited state of the dye, especially after the loss
of an electron.7-10

Surprisingly, very little theoretical work is available on this
topic despite the potential interest of an advanced quantum
chemical approach for a better understanding of key issues, like
the nature of both the ground and the excited states involved in
the absorption and/or photoemission and its tuning by environ-
mental (solvent and/or crystal) effects. As a matter of fact, even
if great attention has been devoted to the [Ru(2,2′-bipyridine)3]2+

complex (see for instance refs 11 and 12), other molecules
belonging to the same family have been only scarcely
analyzed.13-17

The main difficulties against a reliable computational ap-
proach are related to the size of such systems and to the presence
of strong electron correlation effects. Both properties are difficult
to treat in the framework of the quantum mechanical methods
rooted in the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. As a matter of fact,
the post-Hartree-Fock methods needed to obtain reliable excited
states properties have scaling properties with the number of
electrons (N6 or worse) that prevent their application to large
systems. This can explain why even recent investigations have
been carried out at the approximate level of theory (semi-
empirical models)13,14,17 or with quite crude model systems,
obtained by a reduction of the size of the system under
investigation.15

On the other hand, density functional theory (DFT) has been
remarkably successful at providing a means to evaluate a variety
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of ground-state properties with an accuracy close to that of post-
HF methods.18,19 As a consequence, there is currently a great
interest in extending DFT to excited electronic states.20 In this
context, the time dependent DFT approach (TDDFT) offers a
rigorous route to the calculation of vertical electronic excitation
spectra.21-23 Several tests have shown that standard approaches,
including hybrid HF/DFT methods, provide results for low
excitation energies usually superior to those obtained by time-
dependent HF methods, or by the configuration interaction with
singles excitations CIS approach.24-27 In particular, we have
recently introduced the so-called PBE0 model, a hybrid HF/
DFT approach based on the Perdew-Burke-Erzenrhof (PBE)
functional.28,29This approach overcomes many of the problems
encountered with standard functionals, providing accurate
excitation energies to both valence and Rydberg states.30,31

Furthermore, we have showed that even charge transfer (CT)
bands in metal complexes are well reproduced in the gas phase32

and even in solution.33

In this paper we endeavored to show how the contemporary
improvements in model density functionals result in a powerful
and effective computational tool for the study of a family of
derivatives that is central to the field of photochemistry. To
this end, we have studied the structure and electronic properties
of the ground and lowest excited states of a family of metal
polypyridyl complexes, namelycis-M(bpy)2L2 (M ) Ru, Os,
L ) CN and SCN, and bpy) 2,2′-bipyridine; see Figure 1).

These molecules, used as photosensitizers in TiO2 based solar
cells,10,33 have achieved an extremely high energy conversion
(up to 10%) for a photovoltaic system based on organic
molecules.34 For these reasons, such Ru and Os complexes have
already been the subject of a detailed analysis of structural,
electronic, and optical properties at the experimental level.35-38

The aim of this paper is 2-fold. On the one hand, we want to
gain information on the physicochemical characteristics of the
ground and low lying excited states and, in particular, to
understand the role of the central metal atom and of its chemical
environment in tuning the dye properties. On the other hand,
we want to show the potential of a quantum mechanical
modeling based on DFT, in the evaluation of ground and excited
state properties by comparison to the available experimental
data.

2. Computational Details

All DFT calculations were carried out with a development
version of the Gaussian code,39 using a recent model referred
to as PBE0,29. This approach is obtained by casting the PBE

exchange and correlation functionals28 in a hybrid HF/DFT
scheme, where the HF exchange ratio (1/4) is fixed a priori.40

All systems have been fully optimized (inC2 symmetry) at
the PBE0 level, using the CEP-121 pseudopotentials and the
corresponding basis set for Os and Ru atoms, and the 6-31G(d)
basis set for all the other atoms.41 A larger basis set has been
used for TDDFT computations, taking the 6-31+G(d,p) basis
sets for the lighter atoms and adding one p polarization function
(exp ) 0.08) to the CEP-121 basis for the metal atoms.42

Unrestricted calculations were performed for triplet states.
Solvent effects were evaluated using the polarizable con-

tinuum model (PCM).43 In particular, optimized structures and
solvation energies have been computed by a cavity model,
namely the united atoms topological model (UATM),44 coupled
to the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM).45

This approach provides results very close to those obtained by
the original dielectric model for high dielectric constant solvents,
but it is significantly more effective in geometry optimizations,
and less prone to numerical errors arising from the small part
of the solute electron cloud lying outside the cavity (escaped
charge effects).45 Solvent shifts of excitation bands were
evaluated by a recent nonequilibrium implementation46 of the
polarizable continuum model (in its CPCM version).

Finally, the electronic structure of these molecules have been
investigated using the “atoms in molecule” (AIM) approach.47

According to this theory, topological atoms are defined as
regions in real space consisting of a bundle of electron density
gradient paths attracted to a nucleus. This partition allows
evaluating atomic properties, defined as volume integrals over
nonoverlapping atomic basins. In particular, the population
associated with an atom is the volume integral ofF(r ) over the
basin. All these topological calculations have been performed
with the Topmod package.48

3. Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the Introduction, we have analyzed in detail
the ground state (S0) and the first excited singlet electronic states
(S1), as well as the lowest triplet (T1) for all the considered
cis-M(bpy)2L2 complexes. Although the understanding of the
ground electronic states in these metal polypyridyl complexes
can lead to some insights into the redox mechanism taking place
in solution or at the surface of the semiconductor,1 excited states
are directly involved in the primary steps of the photovoltaic
process, light absorption and charge transfer. Thus an under-
standing of the lowest excited states and of how their charac-
teristics depend on the chemical environment (solvent, ligands)
is of great interest also for technological applications. In
particular, the lowest triplet state has been detected as an
intermediate either in absorption or emission of osmium
complexes.36,49 Some of these computations have been carried
out using the CPCM to model the solvent (water) effects on
the dyes. Because photoelectrodes often contain water as
electrolyte, we limit the present study to this solvent, known to
give spectra blue-shifted as compared to less-polar organic
solvent.5,37

3.1. Ground Electronic State.The optimized geometrical
parameters, computed both in the gas phase and in aqueous
solution, for all the molecules considered are reported in Tables
1 and 2, together with the available X-ray data.37,50 The atom
labeling is reported in Figure 2. Before discussing in detail these
results, we want to point out that the linkage isomerization of
the thiocyanate complexes in solution or at TiO2 surfaces is
still a matter of debate.51 Here, we have followed recent NMR

Figure 1. Sketches of the considered Ru and Os complexes.
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indications and X-ray data supporting the hypothesis that the
most stable isomer involves N-bonding.36-38

There is an overall satisfactory agreement between the
theoretical and the available experimental data. All the computed
distances are within the experimental error ((0.03 Å). This
accuracy is the one expected for the method, taking also into
account experimental factors (e.g., crystal packing forces) that
occasionally can be responsible for apparent discrepancies.

As a general remark, we can note that the corresponding
complexes of Ru and Os have very similar geometrical
rearrangements, the largest differences (max 0.02 Å) concerning
the bonds to the central metal atom. Because the pseudopoten-
tials and the corresponding basis sets for the two atoms have
been generated with the same approach, this small effect can
be attributed to different orbital interactions. In a simple Dewar,
Chatt, and Duncanson model,52,53 the bonding interaction can
be described as a donation from aσ molecular orbital of the
ligand (i.e., CN- or SCN-) toward an empty dσ orbital of the
metal and a concurrent back-donation from a filled (or partially
filled) dπ orbital to aπ* antibonding orbital of the ligand. In
the M(bpy)22+ fragment, for instance, the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) has, not surprisingly, the same energy
for both Os and Ru compounds (about-9.8 eV), and therefore
cannot be responsible for the observed differences. On the other
hand, there is a small variation in energy between the doubly
occupied dπ orbitals (0.3 eV), the one of Os being higher in
energy. As a consequence, the dπ orbital of Os(bpy)22+ lies
closer in energy to theπ* antibonding orbital of cyanide. This
small difference, together with the fact that the 4d’s of Ru, being
less diffuse than the 5d’s of Os, provide a smaller overlap with
the molecular orbitals of the ligand, can explain the difference
found in the geometrical parameters. The same principles are,
of course, at work in the case of SCN- and for the bipyridyl
ligand. We want also to notice that the above-discussed
difference (0.3 eV) is in good agreement with the measured
difference in standard potentials of oxidation of the two
complexes.36

It is interesting to note the relative effects on the geometrical
parameters in going from cyanide to thiocyanate. Essentially,
the distance between the metal atom and the ligand is shorter
for CN- than NCS-. This is consistent with the idea that CN-

is a better donor than NCS- and, so, more prone to share
electrons for bonding. At the same time, there is a stronger trans
effect on the bypyridyl moiety for the CN than for the NCS
group, the M-N distance being longer for the first complexes
than for the second ones. The two effects are, of course,
concurrent.

In going from the gas phase to the aqueous solution, a general
contraction of all the metal-ligand (CN- or SCN-) bond lengths
is observed, about 3 times larger for the Ru complexes than for
the Os analogues. At the same time, solvent effects are larger
on the more polarizable thiocyanate anion than on the harder
cyanide. Both effects correspond, in turn, to an increase of the
metal-bypiridine distance in all complexes. They are larger in
the thiocyanate than in the cyanide containing compounds.
Bipyridyl parameters are, instead, practically unaffected by the
solvent reaction field. These geometrical variations are consistent
with the stabilization of structures involving a formal charge
separation (like M(bpy)22+-L2-) by polar solvents.

Some insights on the electronic structures of such complexes
can be obtained by looking at the AIM charges, calculated both
in vacuo and in solution and reported in Table 3. Taking as
reference the bare fragments, i.e., M(bpy)2

2+ and CN-, the
charge transferred from each of the anions to the metal is similar
for the two metals, namely about 0.35|e-|. The small discrep-
ancy observed (0.02|e-|) is an evidence of a slightly stronger
Os(dπ) f CN(π*) back-donation, in agreement with our orbital
analysis. In contrast, it is worth noting the substantial variations
of metal charge, from+1.16 |e-| for Ru to +1.33 |e-| for the
Os complex. This latter fact reflects the shorter metal-bipyridyl
distance found for the Os complex, and suggests a stronger back-
donation to theπ* orbital of the bidentate ligand.

TABLE 1: Main Geometrical Parameters (Ångstroms and
Degrees) of the Singlet Ground State of the M(bpy)2CN2
(M ) Ru and Os) Complexesa

M ) Ru M ) Os

M(bpy)2CN2 gas phase expb aq soln gas phase aq soln

MN2 2.109 2.108 2.122 2.089 2.115
C1N2 1.360 1.335 1.369 1.365 1.365
N2C3 1.376 1.350 1.380 1.381 1.378
C3C4 1.476 1.481 1.481 1.468 1.476
C4N5 1.379 1.365 1.384 1.385 1.381
N5C6 1.365 1.334 1.371 1.371 1.367
MN5 2.069 2.051 2.090 2.051 2.075
MC7 2.020 1.991 1.945 2.011 1.991
C7N8 1.195 1.146 1.169 1.195 1.197
MN2C3 115.4 114.9 115.4 116.1 115.4
MN2C1 125.6 126.7 125.8 125.2 125.9
MN5C4 116.6 116.0 116.2 117.2 116.6
MN5C6 124.3 125.6 125.3 124.3 124.6
C7MN5 93.7 97.3 94.8 93.5 94.0
N2C3C4N5 0.4 2.7 0.3 0.5 0.3

a All values have been computed at the PBE0 level using the CEP-
121G basis.b Reference 54.

TABLE 2: Main Geometrical Parameters (Ångstroms and
Degrees) of the Singlet Ground State of the M(bpy)2NCS2
(M ) Ru and Os) Complexesa

M ) Ru M ) Os

M(bpy)2NCS2 gas phase aq soln expb gas phase aq soln

MN2 2.060 2.147 2.046(16) 2.032 2.086
C1N2 1.362 1.368 1.351 (21) 1.370 1.374
N2C3 1.380 1.381 1.383(18) 1.387 1.388
C3C4 1.475 1.488 1.487(19) 1.460 1.480
C4N5 1.380 1.387 1.379 (20) 1.383 1.388
N5C6 1.361 1.374 1.353(19) 1.367 1.377
MN5 2.059 2.134 2.030(13) 2.048 2.082
MN7 2.042 1.924 2.046(16) 2.023 1.928
N7C8 1.195 1.177 1.162(21) 1.195 1.164
C8S9 1.685 1.663 1.685 (22) 1.679 1.689
MN2C3 115.5 115.1 116.3 115.7
MN2C1 125.6 126.2 125.4(20) 125.3 126.0
MN5C4 115.6 115.1 114.5(9) 116.0 115.8
MN5C6 124.5 126.4 125.0(11) 124.7 126.8
N7MN5 94.1 97.8 95.9(5) 94.4 93.7
N2C3C4N5 1.8 1.1 1.6 0.6

a All values have been computed at the PBE0 level using the CEP-
121G basis.b Reference 38.

Figure 2. Structure and atom labeling for the M(bpy)2(NCS)2 (M )
Os, Ru) complexes. In parentheses are reported the labels for the
corresponding M(bpy)2(CN)2 compounds.
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Similar trends are found for the thiocyanate complexes but
with different magnitudes. For these systems, anion-to-metal
charge transfers decrease by approximately 0.1|e-| compared
to their cyanide analogues. Accordingly, the positive charge
localized on the metal increases, the difference between Ru
(+1.35) and Os (+1.55) remaining constant.

As mentioned above, the solvent increases the charge
separation in the complex, significantly reducing the charge
transferred from the cyanide or thiocyanate group to the metal
complexes. For instance, the charge transferred from the cyanide
is 0.25|e-| in the Ru complex and 0.23|e-| in the Os analogous,
whereas an even smaller transfer is found for the thyocyanide
complex (0.16 and 0.14|e-| for Ru and Os, respectively).
Furthermore, AIM charges of the Ru and Os atom slightly
decrease, whereas larger positive charges are localized on the
bidentate ligands. For Ru derivatives, the metal charge is+1.14
|e-| for the cyanide containing complex and+1.28|e-| for the
thiocyanate one, whereas the corresponding charges on the
bipyridine are+0.18 and+0.13 |e-|, respectively. Similar
variations are found for the Os compounds. These effects
underline a stronger electron donation from the bypirydyl ring.
In short, the solvent, stabilizing the polar form M(bpy)2

2+-
L2-, induces a strong electronic rearrangement, ruled by an
increase of the electron donation from bipyridine to metal and
by a weakening of the covalent character of the metal-cyanide/
thiocyanate interaction.

Frontier orbitals play a relevant role in such systems, because
they rule the redox reaction in which the dyes are involved
during or after the electronic excitations.1 The highest occupied
molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the LUMO have similar
features in all the considered complexes, as can be seen from
the sketches of Figure 3. As expected, the HOMO has a strong
d-metal character, but significant contributions come from the
p orbitals of the more external atoms of cyanide or thyocianide
ligands (N and S, respectively). These contributions might have
a relevant role in the whole photovoltaic cycle. In fact, in a
photovoltaic cell, the oxidized dye, after electron injection to
the conduction band of the oxide, is quickly reduced by a redox
species in the surrounding electrolyte. Therefore, the fact that
the HOMO contains a contribution from the external S or N
atoms, may favor the regeneration of the photochemical
properties of the dye.6 In contrast, the LUMO is essentially a
π* orbital localized on the bipyrdil ligand, thus all the active
transitions to this last orbital can be described as metal to ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) bands (vide infra).

3.2. Lowest Triplet States.The lowest triplet state, T1, has
been analyzed by carrying out unrestricted PBE0 calculations
both at the corresponding S0 geometries and at the fully
optimized triplet structure. The calculated energy gaps with
respect to the ground electronic state are reported in Table 4.
They have been computed both as energy difference with respect

to S0 (the so-called∆SCF approach) and by the TDDFT
approach. In all the considered complexes, the triplet state
corresponds to an excitation from the HOMO to the LUMO
(see Figure 3). The spin density map for thecis-Ru(bpy)2(CN)2
complex, reported in Figure 4, shows well the sharing of the
two unpaired electrons between the metal (d orbital) and the
pyridyl ligand (π* orbital), with smaller contributions from the
external nitrogen atoms. Of course, similar behaviors have been
found for all the other complexes.

The S0/T1 vertical gaps, obtained by freezing the geometry
of the ground S0 state, are 1.6 eV forcis-Ru(bpy)2(CN)2 and
1.4 eV for the corresponding osmium complex. Lower energies
(by about 0.2 eV) are, instead, found for the triplet states of the
thiocyanate compounds. This difference can be rationalized in
terms of the HOMO shape: in the thiocyanate complex this
orbital has a significant antibonding M-N contribution, which
decreases upon excitation of one electron (see Figure 3).

Optimizations of the geometries of the triplet states decrease
the excitations gap by about 0.1 eV for the cyanide and by 0.2
eV for the thiocyanate complexes (see Tables 5 and 6), and
small differences are found in the geometrical parameters. For
instance, the C3C4 bond distance decreases in the triplet state
(acquiring a partial double bond character), whereas the N2C3
length increases. In general, all the geometrical variations are
consistent with the occupation of theπ* orbitals of the pyridyl
ligands depicted in Figure 3, and the variation path follows the
bonding/antibonding scheme in such plots.

TABLE 3: AIM Charges for the Singlet Ground State of
the All Considered Complexesa

M(bpy)2(CN)2 M(bpy)2(NCS)2

gas phase soln gas phase soln

Ru 1.16 1.14 1.35 1.31
bpy 0.06 0.18 0.08 0.18
L -0.64 -0.75 -0.75 -0.84
Os 1.33 1.28 1.55 1.51
bpy -0.01 0.13 0.02 0.10
L -0.66 -0.77 -0.76 -0.86

a All the values have been computed in gas phase and in aqueous
solution at the PBE0 level, using the CEP-121 basis set and the
corresponding optimized geometries.

Figure 3. Schematic drawings of the frontier orbitals for Ru(bpy)2-
(CN)2 (left) and Ru(bpy)2(NCS)2 (right).

TABLE 4: Relative Energies (eV) for the Electronic States
of All the Considered Complexesa

gas phase solution

T1 T1
S0

∆SCF TDDFT
S1

TDDFT
S0

∆SCF TDDFT
S1

TDDFT

M(bpy)2(CN)2
Ru 0.0 1.60 1.46 2.33 0.0 2.15 2.02 2.59

(1.45) (1.98)
Os 0.0 1.39 1.48 2.31 0.0 1.99 2.10 2.57

(1.25) (1.88)

M(bpy)2(NCS)2
Ru 0.0 1.35 1.21 2.24 0.0 1.90 1.80 2.57

(1.16) (1.74)
Os 0.0 1.17 1.10 2.37 0.0 1.64 1.51 2.48

(0.96) (1.50)

a All the values have been computed using ground-state geometries,
except for the values reported in parenthesis, which have been computed
using optimized triplet geometries.
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It is noteworthy that TDDFT computations, carried out at
S0 geometries (see column 4 in Table 4), give quite small
differences (about 0.1 eV) with respect to∆SCF computations,
thus pointing out the one-electron nature of these excitations.

For what concerns the structure of the triplet states, in going
from the gas phase to the solution, the same trends observed
for the singlet ground state are found, with a general contraction
of all the metal-ligand (CN- or SCN-) bond lengths. At the
same time, the solvent increases the gap between S0 and T1
states, the effect being larger for the cyanide complexes than
for the thiocyanate ones. In particular, the S0/T1 gap is around
2 eV for thecis-Os(bpy)2(CN)2 (1.4 eV in the gas phase) and
1.6 eV (1.2 eV in the gas phase) for thecis-Os(bpy)2NCS2, thus
underlining the larger electronic rearrangement in the cyanide
complexes encountered for the singlet state.

3.3. Electronic Spectra.Finally, we have computed the UV
spectra, both in the gas phase and in solution, using a TD-DFT
approach. All these vertical electronic transitions have been
evaluated at the corresponding gas phase or solution geometries
of the singlet (S0) ground electronic state, and the results are

collected in Table 7. In the table we have reported only the
active bands that are those important for a complete character-
ization of the complexes. Lower excitations, corresponding
essentially to inactive d-d transition have been also computed,
but being not important for the photochemical process under
investigation, they have not been reported.

All the complexes show two strong absorption bands, one
centered at about 380/400 nm and another one at lower energy,
around 500/530 nm.36 As expected, both transitions are well
described by the TDDFT approach, even if the first transition
is systematically underestimated and the second overestimated.
Furthermore, our results well agree with some previous semi-
empircal calculations on thecis-Ru(bpy)2(NCS)2 complexes.14

All these transitions are dominated by MLCT bands, corre-
sponding to a single excitation from a d orbital of the metal to
a π* orbital of the ligand. In particular, the lowest band
corresponds to an HOMO/LUMO excitation (see Figure 3 for
the shape of such orbitals), whereas the higher involves a lower
d orbital (HOMO-2) and a higher emptyπ* orbital (LUMO+2
or higher). The latter is a compactπ* orbital localized on only
one ring of each bipyridyl ligand.

Our calculations also reproduce (even if not quantitatively)
the red shift observed in going from Ru to Os complexes having
identical chemical environments. This variation is consistent
with the decrease of electron density on the metal resulting in
a destabilization of its partially filled d orbitals, the Os atom
always bearing a larger positive charge than Ru (refer to the
atomic charges in Table 3).

In the same table are reported the oscillator strengths for the
considered transitions. It clearly appears that larger basis sets
would be needed for the evaluation of vertical excitation to
obtain converged oscillator strengths.54 Nevertheless, some
indications can be drawn from our values as well. For instance,
the oscillator strengths are higher in cyanide complexes than in
the thiocyanate ones, in agreement with the experimental
findings.36

In going from the gas phase to aqueous solution, we can
observe a small variation ((10/15 nm) for the lower energy
band, whereas the highest bands are all significantly blue-shifted
(-50/60 nm). Both shifts improve the agreement with the
experimental data. The different magnitudes in the solvent shifts
arise from the different nature of the virtual orbitals involved,

Figure 4. Spin density map for the triplet state of Ru(bpy)2(CN)2.

TABLE 5: Main Geometrical Parameters (Ångstroms and
Degrees) of the Lowest Triplet State of the M(bpy)2(CN)2
(M ) Ru and Os) Complexesa

M ) Ru M ) Os

M(bpy)2CN2 gas aq soln gas aq soln

MN2 2.116 2.110 2.102 2.112
C1N2 1.359 1.358 1.363 1.364
N2C3 1.390 1.390 1.392 1.381
C3C4 1.452 1.453 1.448 1.474
C4N5 1.393 1.393 1.396 1.384
N5C6 1.363 1.363 1.368 1.369
MN5 2.081 2.081 2.066 2.080
MC7 2.023 2.022 2.008 1.980
C7N8 1.193 1.193 1.194 1.190
MN2C3 114.4 114.5 114.9 115.5
MN2C1 125.8 125.3 125.5 125.5
MN5C4 115.4 115.2 116.0 116.3
MN5C6 124.9 125.0 124.7 124.9
C7MN5 95.4 95.6 95.0 94.6
N2C3C4N5 2.7 2.8 2.7 0.3

a All values have been computed at the PBE0 level using the CEP-
121G basis.

TABLE 6: Main Geometrical Parameters (Ångstroms and
Degrees) of the Lowest Triplet State of the M(bpy)2(NCS)2
(M ) Ru and Os) Complexesa

M ) Ru M ) Os

M(bpy)2NCS2 gas phase aq soln gas phase aq soln

MN2 2.077 2.163 2.055 2.062
C1N2 1.360 1.367 1.366 1.372
N2C3 1.391 1.381 1.397 1.412
C3C4 1.453 1.488 1.447 1.459
C4N5 1.391 1.389 1.395 1.413
N5C6 1.361 1.372 1.366 1.374
MN5 2.077 2.154 2.059 2.053
MN7 2.000 1.931 1.991 1.948
N7C8 1.198 1.186 1.198 1.188
C8S9 1.671 1.657 1.668 1.659
MN2C3 114.7 114.8 115.1 114.4
MN2C1 125.5 126.0 125.5 126.5
MN5C4 114.9 114.5 115.2 114.6
MN5C6 125.3 126.8 125.4 126.8
N7MN5 94.2 93.3 94.2 93.5
N2C3C4N5 1.2 0.1 0.7 1.3

a All values have been computed at the PBE0 level using the CEP-
121G basis.
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because both excitations are generated from similar d orbitals.
In fact, solvent has the strongest effect on the LUMO orbital,
which is more delocalized, and so more polarizable, than on
higher, more compact, virtual orbitals.

Apart for the red shifts discussed above, the Os complexes
experimentally show an additional absorption band at longer
wavelength than the Ru complexes. This lower energy transition
has been supposed to be an electronic transition between the
ground and the triplet excited state of the Os compounds,
allowed by spin-orbit coupling.36 In addition, this band is red-
shifted when the ligand is changed from CN- to SCN-. Looking
at Table 7, a good agreement between the computed S0/T0
transition and the reported experimental band can be found. At
the same time, our computations reproduce also the red shift
observed when going from cyanide to thiocyanate. As for the
shift between Ru and Os, this effect is related to the depletion
of electron density on the metal atom.

Finally, we want to stress that our DFT calculations do not
take spin-orbit effects into account, which are not included in
current TDDFT approaches. Spin-orbit coupling is responsible
for the mixing of singlet and triplet states, allowing the latter
to acquire intensity in both absorption and emission and, at the
same time, favors the decay from the excited singlet.36,53 An
additional effect is that the triplet energies are shifted, upon
coupling with higher states: for the third row transition metals
this effect should not be larger than 0.2/0.3 eV, and even less
for the second row atoms.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have applied a recent DFT method to
analyze ground and excited-state properties of some dyes used
in photovoltaic applications. These systems, of general formula
cis-M(bpy)2L2 (M ) Ru, Os and L) CN and SCN), have been
studied both in the gas phase and in aqueous solution, miming
the solvent with a dielectric continuum model. Electronic spectra
have been simulated, both in gas phase and in solution, using
a TDDFT approach. Apart from the good agreement with the
experimental findings for what concerns structural and electronic
properties, our results explain the differences observed for these
complexes in changing the central metal atom (Ru vs Os), the
chemical environment (CN vs SCN), or the medium (gas phase
vs solution). The main conclusions can be summarized as
follows:

Ruthenium and osmium provide similar electronic properties
for the ground states, whereas larger differences have been found
for the T1 and S1 states.

Cyanide and thiocyanate ligands sligthly alter the spectral
absorption of the complexes. Furthermore, they cause important
modifications in the S0 state, thus pointing to a different role
in the redox reaction taking place after the light absorption.

The solvent effect is mainly to stabilize charge separation
and, therefore, induces significant modifications on the electronic

structures of the considered complexes, and, to a lesser extent,
on the geometrical parameters.

The most remarkable solvent effect is a significant stabiliza-
tion of structures involving a formal charge separation, which
induces not negligible modifications on the electronic structures
of the considered complexes and, to a lesser extent, on their
geometrical parameters.

Both the first singlet and triplet excited states (S1 and T1)
can be described mainly as one electron excitations.

The red shift observed in going from Ru to Os transitions
can be ascribed to the destabilization of the d orbitals upon
partial electronic depletion. At the same time, the additional
band detected for Os compounds at low energy has been
confirmed to be a S0/T1 transition.

Due to the great chemical and industrial interest of such dyes,
we hope that our results help to rationalize the experimental
observations and, at the same time, suggest some hints for new
complexes with improved photochemical behavior.
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